
Altered Reality • Altered Books
Exhibition: September 22 – November 1, 2018
In support of the 3rd Annual Harbor Springs Festival of the Book: September 28-30, 2018

Three Pines Studio invites you to get creative and alter or transform a book. An altered book is 
a form of mixed media artwork that changes a book from its original form into a different form, 
altering its appearance/meaning.

This exhibit celebrates the love of the art of books, and the printed word. The book itself can be 
the art, as in altered books, handmade books or art journals. Artists are invited to submit unique 
or limited edition artist’s books – sculptural, book objects, altered books or book installations.

Entries should “show the artist’s hand”: that is, demonstrate a high degree of handmade work 
and limited pre-made components. Include content with your books; avoid books with blank 
pages. Techniques encouraged include the judicious use of handmade papers, natural materials, 
found objects and materials, altered books, calligraphy, watercolor and other original hand-
painted images, embellishments that are not overdone, and photography that is incorporated as 
part of an image printed on the page. Spiral bindings and other commercially available binding 
schemes are discouraged. Minimize the use of prefabricated elements, photos, snapshots, logos, 
or recognizable symbols that might interfere with presenting a unique design. 

DEFINITION OF ALTERED BOOK
An altered book artist takes a book (old, new, recycled or multiple) and cuts, tears, glues, burns, 
folds, paints, adds to, collages, rebinds, gold-leafs, creates pop-ups for, rubber-stamps, drills, 
bolts and/or be-ribbons it. The artist may add pockets and niches to hold tags, rocks, ephemera 
or other three-dimensional objects.

COPYRIGHT
All material entered must be free of copyright infringement. it. It is solely up to the artist to take 
full responsibility for assuring that the piece is copyright-free. Care needs to be taken with using 
poetry that is generally (but not always) copyright-free 70 years after the author’s death. Some 
Native American symbols and designs may be prohibited as well as certain cartoons. Rights to 
use songs, lyrics, and quotes may also have restrictions that need to be verified by the submitter.

There will be 2 divisions: K-12 Students and Artists (includes college students).

EXHIBITION CONDITIONS 
• Submissions must be a book, not just pages taken from a book
• Only 3 pieces per artist may be submitted
• Entries must be delivered to September 5. 
• Three Pines Studio receives 40% of any sale price  
(so price accordingly)
• Art work must be displayed throughout exhibition  
(even if it sells)
• Art work must be picked up by November 5   
(remaining items will be donated unless  
other arrangements have been made.)

Three Pines Studio  
5959 W. Levering Rd, Cross Village, MI 49723   
threepinesstudio.com  231-526-9447
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